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The Well-Stocked Bookshelf:
Must Reads!
BY

ED SPICER

Anderson, M.T. (2008). The Astonishing Life Of Octavian Nothing, Traitor to the Nation,
Volume II: The Kingdom of the Waves. New York: Candlewick. 592 pp. ISBN 978-0-76362950-2 (Hard Cover); $22 .99
In this second and concluding volume of Anderson's epic (and destined to be classic) Revolutionary War story, Octavian joins forces with the British in an attempt to win his freedom.
Octavian, our young black hero, was raised as if he were a son of a king in a racist experiment
to "scientifically" prove that Africans were an inferior breed of man (book one). In this second
volume, the College of Lucidity is no more, and Octavian and Dr. Trefusis, his tutor, are running
for their lives. Octavian clings to the hope that Lord Dunmore and the Royal Ethiopian Regiment will secure a safe harbor for him. This is war, however, and there are no safe harbors. This
profoundly sad and philosophical book provides a fresh perspective on our history. This is one of
the few books for teens that explores this time period from the perspective of slaves. This book
will join the first book, I am convinced, on the Printz award table. While this duet will not be
widely popular, readers who appreciate the finest in literary quality are richly rewarded. Smart
teachers will discover that these books are perfect for that advanced student of both literature
and history who appreciates a challenge. This is a must buy for all high school libraries and for
anyone who wishes to understand this period of time and the events of the Revolutionary War.
Appelt, Catherine. (2008). The Underneath . New York: Atheneum/Simon & Schuster. 320 pp.
ISBN 978-1-4169-5058-5 (Hardcover); $16.99
While the cover may lead some readers to assume that this book is for younger elementary
students, it does not take long to discover that this unique book is, perhaps, better suited for
older students. Ranger, the hound, is chained to the porch of Gar-Face, his hate-filled owner
who barely remembers to feed him. When the calico cat wanders into Ranger's territory looking for food for herself and the kittens she will soon deliver, Ranger must convince her to stay
underneath the porch because Gar-Face will surely kill her on sight. When the two kittens are
born, they are taught to stay in the Underneath. Kittens, however, are born to move and chase.
One unfortunate day, a kitten moves from the protection of the Underneath and is caught by
Gar-Face. Gar-Face plans to use this kitten and then the mother (who foolishly attempts a
rescue) as bait to catch the alligator king. The plot details of this book are only half the story
in this beautifully lyrical book. The voice is fresh; even the trees sing. I was not surprised to
see this one win a National Book Award nomination because it has been my pick to win the
Newbery from the moment I finished reading it. Please do not let the cover of this book trick
you into thinking this is only for elementary students. I highly recommend this one for middle
school libraries and high school libraries (although it will take some initial selling before word
of mouth takes over).

Ed Spicer teaches first grade in Allegan, Ml
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Green, John. (2008). Paper Towns. New York: Dutton/Penguin Putnam. 352 pp.ISBN 9780-525-47818-8 (Hard Cover); $17.99
Each of Green's previous two books garnered Printz recognition. What will happen, then, with
Paper Towns, which is easily the best book John Green has written? Weaving elements from
Whitman's Leaves of Grass with a mystery centered around Margo Roth Spiegelman and
her disappearance, Green asks readers to question the nature of how we really come to know
another person. Paper towns, un-built subdivisions that appear on maps, but do not exist
serve as a focal point for inspecting the "real" world. Quentin or Q, as he is known, has had a
thing for Margo ever since they discovered a dead body together when they were very young.
When Margo returns to enlist Q's help exacting revenge on her no-good boyfriend, Q wonders
whether he has a chance to step into the boyfriend void. Margo, unfortunately, disappears. If
Q wishes to find Margo, he must travel through many paper towns both real and metaphoric.
Margo has left Q with clues for finding her. Q's journey however, becomes a journey that is
more than just finding a missing person, Q's journey becomes an intense, Whitman-filled
discovery of self. Green's genius in this book is his ability to create a story that works on so
many different levels without forsaking his trademark and brilliant sense of humor.
Meldrum, Christina. (2008). Madapple. New York: Knopf/Random House. 416 pp. ISBN
978-0-375-85176-6 (Hardcover); $16.99
Teens who love twisted and unusual books that combine unique spiritual visions with
folklore and many other items will certainly enjoy this very unusual and suspenseful book
by first-time author Christina Meldrum. Readers who enjoy exploring symbol dictionaries
the language of flowers, and religious symbolism will have much to ponder. Aslaug is raised
by her mother, a brilliant botanist and a deeply controlling and disturbed woman who
isolates Aslaug from the world, especially the story of her birth and of her father. When her
mother dies, Aslaug does not know how to react or what to feel. She runs to her aunt's house
hoping to discover answers about her birth and her family, but soon discovers that she has
traded one strange environment for another. Her aunt is a leader of a cult-like church. After
more death, Aslaug finds herself on trial for murder. Maybe she is guilty. Maybe she isn't.
Not even Aslaug knows for sure. What readers know is that Meldrum has created a very
unusual, very interesting, and supremely entertaining piece of fiction that is part religious
speculation, courtroom drama, and coming of age story.
Ness, Patrick. (2008). The Knife of Never Letting Go: Chaos Walking: Book One. New York:
Candlewick. 496 pp. ISBN 978-0-7636-3931-0 (Hardcover); $18.99
Warning! This book ends with the mother of all cliffhangers. One of my picks for the Printz
this year, The Knife of Never Letting Go is a page-burning thrill ride. If it were only a fine
adventure story, that would be enough. This book is so much more. Ness has created a
dystopian world in which men are infected with a disease that publishes all of their innermost thoughts and visions to all in the community. Todd Hewitt believes that all the women
have died. One day, however, Todd discovers a hole in the "noise." This discovery forces
Todd's family to thrust Todd and his dog, Manchee, out into the world earlier than planned,
even before Todd's 13th birthday and the celebration of his adult status. Todd is not really
certain why he needs to leave except that it is a matter of life and death. Todd runs. Once
again Todd encounters this hole in the noise. This little island of silence turns out to be
Viola. She is not one of the Spackle with whom Prentisstown has fought a war. Viola is a
girl, a girl from space. Todd cannot hear any of her thoughts. Aaron, the evil preacher from
Prentisstown, has plans for Viola. Todd knows what Aaron has in mind and it isn't pleasant.
Todd and Viola race for their lives in an adventure that will have readers biting their nails
and then waiting by the calendar until the next volume is released in fall of 2009. Ness has
created a believable world in which men must share their every thought and feeling, warts
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and all. This sharing is not limited to just humans, even male animals must share what they
think. Readers will delight in the sheep, the birds, but most especially in the very believable
dog, Manchee. There are enough twists and surprises to keep readers alert and eager. Most
of all, there are plenty of ideas for readers of all ages, not the least of which is how do we
ensure that the common good does not become a corrupt and brainless nightmare.

Wasserman, Robin. (2008). Skinned. New York: Simon Pulse, Simon & Schuster. 368 pp.
ISBN 978-1-4169-3634-3 (Hardcover); $16.99
Lia is rich and beautiful before she gets in a devastating car accident. After the accident
she is still rich and still beautiful-if you like wires and synthetic flesh. She is a "skinner"
and, consequently, virtually immortal. Before the death of her body, her memories are
downloaded into a virtual machine that eventually are recreated in a new, fabricated body
patterned after human bodies but without the frailty. No pain. No death. Lia's body may
look somewhat strange, but it is much stronger and infinitely more resilient. Lia, however,
still feels like Lia. She retains shared memories with her friends and longs to return to the
life and relationships she knew prior to her accident. Her friends shun Lia as they do all
such frankensteins. When Lia meets other skinners, she has to decide whether or not she
should step into her new skin or continue her attempt to salvage her former life. Wasserman's book is a natural companion to Mary L. Pearson's Adoration of Jenna Fox. It will have
teens discussing the relationship between our physical bodies and our memories, as well as
the ethics of bioengineering. This one is sure to be popular with high school students who
love science fiction or gritty adventure. Skinned is the first book in a trilogy and well worth
adding to your library.
Guo, Xiaolu. (2008). Twenty Fragments of a Ravenous Youth: A Novel. New York: Nan A.
Talese/Random House. 176 pp. ISBN 978-0-385-52592-3 (Hardcover); $21.95
Guo's book is published as an adult title, but it will resonate with teens because its focus on
Fenfang becoming more than just a number as she attempts a career as an actress. What
strikes me about this book is how clearly it describes American teenagers searching to find
a place in a world that is too big and too biting to care much about one lonely teen. The
language in this book sings. There are so many fabulous fragments such as, "Ben lived for
himself. A western body. When Ben and I slept together, he could forget all about the love
that was lying next to him in the dark. I felt he didn't need much warmth from anybody.
His own 98.9° F were sufficient for him. His spirit slept alone." (p. 138). I love how Fenfang
is starving for feelings and fighting the vast emptiness that threatens to swallow her. What
is distinctly Chinese is the scale. Fenfang is, after all, Extra No. 6787. Yet she believes that
having that number is crucial to her future success.
Stork, Francisco. (2008). Marcelo in the Real World. New York: Arthur A. Levine/Scholastic. 320 pp. ISBN 978-0-545-054 74-4 (Hardcover); $17.99
Fans of Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time have another very different Asperger's
protagonist to cheer on. Marcelo enjoys his work training horses to work with people with
disabilities. His life at school is predictable and comfortable. His father, however, wants
Marcelo to move into the real world. Consequently he arranges for Marcelo to work in his
law firm as a mailroom clerk. In the mailroom Marcelo meets Jasmine who resents him for
the nepotism that enabled him to steal a job from her friend. Marcelo also meets Wendell,
the son of the other partner. Wendell enlists Marcelo, against his will, to assist him in his
quest to hook up with Jasmine. Marcelo's harmony and rhythm are seriously threatened,
but he also learns that the real world contains this thing called love, which makes problems
bearable, even problems that may forever spoil the way Marcelo views his father, as well as
ruining his father's career. A beautifully written book, Marcelo In the Real World is an excellent addition to high school libraries.
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Werlin, Nancy. (2008). Impossible. New York: Dial/Penguin Putnam. 384 pp. ISBN 978-08037-3002-1 (Hardcover); $17.99
Fans who appreciate Werlin's gritty, realistic mysteries and fiction may be surprised to find
themselves reading a romance, with a dash of fantasy. The premise, however, is so unique
that most will not care and may not even notice the genre switching. Yet Werlin has indeed
penned a romance built around the lyrics of Scarborough Fair. Readers may not recognize
this because Impossible is a book that also features date rape, teen pregnancy, mental
illness, and a family curse. Lucy realizes that her biological mother's life and her own life
are converging in very similar ways, despite the care and concern from her adoptive family.
She is under the yoke of an impossible curse and this curse will only be broken when she
can accomplish the tasks sprinkled between the parsley and sage in the song. Among other
tasks to accomplish, Lucy must find an acre of land between the saltwater and the sea
strand. None of her ancestors have even come close to breaking this curse. Lucy, however,
has the help of her own true love, Zach, whom she marries, much to the consternation of the
elfin knight. She also knows how to search the Internet. This is a very different and mostly
successful book that should add new readers to Werlin's growing legion of fans without
alienating those who prefer Rules of Survival.
Anderson, Laurie Halse. (2008). Chains. New York: Simon & Schuster. 320 pp. ISBN 9781-4169-0585-1 (Hardcover); $16.99
Laurie Anderson and M. T. Anderson both have books featuring unusual and often ignored
facts from our country's revolutionary period. While these books are for very different
audiences, they both share a passion for telling the truth and exposing ugly wounds to the
harsh but healing light. Chains is written for the middle school scholar who wishes a fresher
look at the Revolutionary War than the usual fare of Johnny Tremain or My Brother Sam is
Dead. Isabel and her younger sister Ruth live in Rhode Island. They are to be freed by their
mistress when she dies. Freedom, however, proves elusive and the girls find themselves
shuffled off to New York, the slaves of an abusive Loyalist couple. We see very few books
for teens that deal with slavery and the Revolutionary War-even fewer that place slaves
anywhere other than the South. Isabel's persistence and passion for freedom make for heartbreaking reading as she meets with one setback after another way up in the North, where
many teens assume that life was much easier for Blacks. Chains has received a National
Book Award nomination; it may also see a Newbery sticker this January.
Freitas, Donna. (2008). The Possibilities of Sainthood. New York: Farrar, Straus, & Giroux. 280 pp. ISBN 978-0-374-36087-0 (Hardback); $16.95
If one wishes to become a saint, one should research the process by which saints are established and then send regular e-mails to the Vatican explaining to the Pope how to overcome
the small detail of becoming a saint without first dying. Has there ever been a patron saint
of fig trees? Antonia knows how hard it is to take care of her mother's fabulous figs. She
would be the perfect patron saint of fig trees. When this request is ignored, Antonia turns
her attention to a more compelling personal interest. Antonia is anticipating and dreaming
of her very first kiss. She regularly communes with the saints seeking intervention on her
behalf, especially as it concerns Andy Rotellini, the boy whose kisses most preoccupy her
mind, despite her widowed mother's determination to prevent Antonia from even thinking
about kissing. It suddenly dawns on Antonia that there is no patron saint of the first kiss.
Antonia has a purpose in life-and beyond. This charming and sweet book is smart enough
to attract even those teens who eschew both charming and sweet.
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Nelson, Kadir. (2008). We Are the Ship: The Story of Negro League Baseball. New York:
Hyperion. 96 pp. ISBN 978-0-7868-0832-8 (Hardcover); $18.99
Kadir Nelson has won numerous awards for his awesome artistic talent, and he may well
continue those accolades with this exquisitely drawn story. In this book, however, Nelson
demonstrates a flair for words as well. Written in an Everyman voice, Nelson tells the story
of the Negro League baseball. The nine chapters-innings-of this book guide us through
the league's beginnings with its goal of showcasing the amazing talent of black athletes
denied a place in Major League Baseball because of the racist attitudes of most of the owners. We meet Josh Gibson, Satchell Paige, and Jackie Robinson. Included in this book is a
foldout spread of the first World Series teams. Throughout the book, the detailed drawings
of the players serve as our ticket into the text. While it is easy to allow Nelson's art to steal
our basic assessment of the book's value, the anecdotes and the voice are like a perfectly
thrown changeup, very mindful of the deep oral traditions of African American literature.
While the natural audience for this book is the baseball fan, art students and history
students and anyone else who loves beautiful art and well-told history will enjoy this book.
Younger students may pair this book with Willie and the All-Stars by Floyd Cooper, which
tells the story of the thrashing given to the white baseball players when they played against
these same players Nelson describes.
Scott, Elizabeth. (2008). Living Dead Girl. New York: Atheneum, Simon and Schuster. 176
pp. ISBN 978-1-4169-6059-1 (Hardcover); $16.99.
This is an important book. Living Dead Girl is also, perhaps, the most painful book of the
year to read. Unrelenting in its honest depiction of physical, sexual, and emotional abuse,
Scott shows the sad truth that explains why severely abused children may be reluctant to
speak up or tell a trusted adult about the hell that is their lives. "Alice" is the name Ray,
her abductor, gives to her when he kidnaps her while she is on a field trip. Ray threatens
to kill her parents if she ever tries to get away, and he tortures Alice in horrific ways if he
even suspects her of talking to anyone. And then he tortures her some more because he
believes that he loves Alice and that he needs to take care of her. Ray demonstrates this
"love" and "care" in ways that his own mother "loved" and "cared" for him. Alice is, indeed,
a living dead girl who after 5 years of repeated, daily abuse no longer expects anything from
life. When her body begins to mature, she realizes that she will probably be killed just like
Ray's last "Alice." First, however, Ray needs her to help find, capture, and train the next
Alice. For its ability to help us understand the psyche of the abused and the abuser and for
its accurate portrait of an abusive prototype, this book deserves to be on our high school and
public library shelves, even if it is clearly not a book that all (or anyone) will enjoy. Adults
who work with teens, however, should make an effort to read this disturbing tale of a sexual
predator and his innocent and deluded victim.
Hartnett, Sonya. (2008). The Ghost's Child. New York: Candlewick. 192 pp. ISBN 978-07636-3964-8 (Hardback); $16.99
The title of this book is best understood upon completion of this finely crafted, musical book
that is an excellent one to suggest to adults wishing for a taste of brilliant teen literature.
While this book will not appeal to every reader, it will appeal to those teens who crave
substance and do not mind scratching and clawing to find the buried pearls. The language
of this book is sheer poetry. "A life, at its end, is a pile of cloth and paper, and goods that
can be bagged and labeled. None of the best things-the voice and the laugh, the tilt of the
head, the things seen and felt and spoken-are allowed to stay behind." (174). Even though
her name, Matilda Victoria Adelaide, is chopped down to size (Maddy), she grows back into
it, despite the fact that JJ.Othing goes the way it should go. We begin at the end. Maddy is visited by a very strange young boy who has a vaguely familiar aura. Over tea, Maddy tells this
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young boy of her life. I enjoyed watching how this young girl-who fears her father because
she believes that he is important and, consequently to be feared because "most important
things are also frightening"-grows into a rather imposing person herself. The ending of this
book (and I will not spoil it here) is fabulous and packed with emotional power. The fairy
tales and folklore that decorate this story add treasures to the reading for those wishing to
find the buried meanings. And this is despite the fact that, "Her life had never been mystifying, as she'd once girlishly wished it to be: it had been, in its way, quite ordered and clear."

Johnson, Maureen. (2008). Suite Scarlett. New York: Point/Simon & Schuster. 353 pp.
ISBN 978-0-439-89927-7 (Hardcover); 16.99
Upon turning 15 years of age, each of the Martin children is assigned one of the suites in the
family hotel to clean and manage. The Hopewell Hotel in the heart of New York City was
once an elegant Art Deco hotel; now it is fading and its survival is uncertain. Scarlett Martin
is assigned the Empire Suite when she turns 15, and she isn't certain whether she is being
honored-the Empire Suite is the nicest suite in the entire hotel-or insulted because the
Empire Suite rarely has anyone stay in it. When Amy Amberson flies in from Thailand and
decides to spend the summer in the Empire Suite, Scarlett soon realizes that Ms. Amberson
expects Scarlett to be at her beck and call. She even hires Scarlett to help her write her book
about her acting career, etc. Amy has money, and she has some very interesting connections,
but Scarlett can never really decide whether Amy likes her or if she is insulting her. She
also has an annoying habit of leaving Scarlett to sort out her messes when she decides to
change plans for seemingly fickle reasons. When Amy decides to produce Scarlett's brother's
play and to hold rehearsals in the basement of the Hopewell against her parents' wishes,
Scarlett is the one to manage all the details. When Amy bails out on the production, Scarlett
is the one who has to deal with the fallout and figure out when and how she will ever have a
life of her own. Witty dialogue, a clever setting, great characters, very real sibling rivalries
and problems make this well worth adding to library collections. Teens will enjoy this one
for all of the above reasons; they will also find the romantic tension that is a hallmark of
Johnson's very clever books, especially this one.
Myers, Walter Dean. (2008). Sunrise Over Fallujah. New York: Scholastic Press. 293 pp.
ISBN 978-0-439-91624-0 (Hardcover); $17.99
Several students I know, perhaps because of the desperate state of Michigan's economy,
have enlisted in the military in the past year. More students have entered military service
than I can ever remember from our small, rural area. Consequently, books that deal with
the contemporary reality of military service are of greater interest. Sunrise Over Fallujah
is especially popular with teens I know because it describes the adventures of an enlisted
soldier shipped to Iraq. Of special interest is the interconnection between this book and
Myers's (much more violent) book describing the Vietnam War (Fallen Angels). Richie is
Birdy's uncle to whom Richie pens letters . Birdy, like the teens I know, isn't quite sure why
he enlisted. He understands that college is important, but he wants to do something important, something patriotic. Serving his country and helping the Iraqi people secure their
freedom seems like the only way for Birdy to do something big and something for which he
can feel proud. The Twin Towers have been toppled, and Birdy needs to do something to
prove that he is a man. The strength of this book is the even-handed way that Myers treats
the war. Myers steers clear of the political arguments for and against the war (for the most
part) and, instead, allows Birdy to come to the realization that slogans and good intentions
do not really prepare one for the bloody reality of bullets and bombs. Along the way, Birdy
finally understands why his Uncle Richie has such an impossible time speaking of his
experiences in Vietnam. While the ending is a bit heavy-handed, the daily descriptions of a
place that enlisted teens (and other family members and friends) may visit makes this book
an essential purchase for libraries serving teens.
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Almond, David. (2008). The Savage. New York: Candlewick. 80 pp. ISBN 978-0-76363932-7 (Hardcover); $17.99
While this book is only 80 pages, readers should not be fooled into thinking that it is short
on content. Encouraged to use a journal to deal with the death of his father, Blue instead
begins inking a story that is much darker and far more dangerous. Blue draws and writes
about a silent savage who kills and eats people. Gradually this savage intrudes upon the
story narrative. The lines between Blue and the savage become increasingly tangled. No
doubt the death of his father and the bullies who plague him factor into Blue's increasing
confusion. The artwork in this book augments the disturbing mood adding an effective
nightmarish element to this layered story. The legion of teens who love horror will enjoy this
one, as will those who enjoy puzzling out Almond's images and metaphors.
Gill, David. (April, 2009). Soul Enchilada. New York: Greenwillow, Harper Collins. 356 pp.
ISBN 978-0-06-167301-6 (Hardcover-reviewed from a galley copy); $16.99
Begin looking for this title from David Gill, president of the Assembly on Literature for
Adolescents, next spring. Basketball used to be Bug Smoot's passion until she loses to
Tangle-eye, her arch rival, in the playoffs. Now Bug delivers pizzas in her grandfather's
classic Cadillac Biarritz. Her rent is due and a repo man is sitting in her late grandfather's
car (now hers). Bugs is determined to keep her car. Beals, short for Beelzebub, is not, however, your everyday repo man. Neither is Bugs your every day car owner. Bugs soon learns
that not only has her grandfather reneged on his contract with Beals, he has used Bug's soul
as collateral for Beals, who consumes souls like enchiladas. Armed with her wits, a lead foot,
and her sassy attitude (and help from her hot, demon-catching friend, Pesto, and his witch
mother) Bugs attempts to beat the devil, save her car, pay her rent, and maybe even find
someone she can love. Soul Enchilada is a fast-talkin', street-walkin' romp of a book that
will have readers howling with laughter and craving Tejano food. Give this book to readers
who like smart and funny fantasy.
Smith, Hope Anita. (2008). Keeping the Night Watch. New York: Henry Holt. 74 pp . ISBN
978-0-8050-7202-0(Hardcover ); $18.95
In this companion volume to Smith's award winning first book, The Way a Door Closes,
C.J. wrestles with his feelings about his father. After leaving him, C.J.'s dad is back. C.J.
is not sure whether he should be grateful that he can return to being the 13-year-old son
or whether he should forgive his father for sticking him with this responsibility in the first
place. When Zuri, his sister, no longer wants him to read to her, C.J. wonders whether his
father's return means that C.J. is no longer valued. Told in verse with illustrations and
plenty of white space on the pages, this book is perfect for many different types of readers.
While this book paints a portrait of a son learning to forgive or, at least, understand his
father, it is more than a mere family chronicle. Anyone who has suffered rejection or loss
will see himself reflected in these pages. The poetry is powerful, perhaps even better than
the first book. E. B. Lewis's illustrations capture both the anger and the love in this family
struggling to move forward. Teachers could easily use this book as a read-aloud in middle
school classrooms.
Greenberg, Jan. (2008). Side by Side: New Poems Inspired by Art From Around the World.
New York: Abrams. 88 pp. ISBN 978-0-8109+9471-3 (Hardcover); $19.95
Greenberg has filled this book with photographs of artwork that lends itself to poetic
interpretation. As in her Printz winning anthology, Heart to Heart: New Poems Inspired
by Twentieth-Century American Art, Greenberg finds poets to write poems about the art
selected. In Side by Side, Greenberg found artists and poets from 33 different countries
and 6 continents to include in this volume. Greenberg prints the poems in the poet's native
language (everything from English to Tigrinya) and then includes an English translation.
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Readers may enjoy attempting to predict what the artwork will be from just hearing the
poem or vice versa. Comparing the artwork and the poem side by side, however, is where the
real fun begins. This book should have a home in both English and art classrooms, as well as
in school libraries.

****
This year I have spent countless hours reviewing and analyzing and presenting picture
books. Serving on the 2009 Caldecott Committee has proved to be much harder and much
more enjoyable than I predicted. So far this year, I have presented more than 100 picture
books to various audiences in an attempt to help refine my own views about how to distill
and sift out that one book that represents the most significant artistic achievement in the
children's picture book world. While the committee deliberations are confidential, Caldecott
Committee members are encouraged to solicit opinions about eligible picture books. The
following books are random selections from two of the eight different presentations. The
actual Caldecott Winner is selected by a 15-member committee. The following books are not
selections that come from the official Caldecott committee.
1. Alfred Digs Written and Illustrated by Lindsay Barrett George, Published by Greenwil-

low, an imprint of Harper Collins.
Alfred Aardvark does not eat ants, but he does like to dig. When his mother goes out, she
tells Alfred to eat his snack and not to dig. Unfortunately Itty Bitty, his pet ant, makes a
break for the zoo. And so begins Alfred's alphabetical journey digging into his dictionary,
including saving Itty Bitty from birds (with help from Mama). Look carefully at the pictures
to see if we really do make it from A-Z (and how many times). The artwork is done with
watercolor and inks.
2. Boo, Bunny! by Kathryn 0. Galbraith, Illustrated by Jeff Mack, Published by Harcourt,
Inc.

Boo, Bunny, illustrated with acrylic paints on watercolor paper, captures the joy and fear of
Halloween for the preschool child. This book captures the fear and the joy that are a part of
Halloween. It is easier to go trick-or-treating with a friend, but knocking on those doors is
still very hard. From the almost three-dimensional cover, to the end papers (front and back),
the art extends this story far beyond the simple, but effective rhymed text.
3. Boycott Blues: How Rosa Parks Inspired a Nation by Andrea Davis Pinkney, Illustrated by Brian Pinkney, Published Greenwillow, an imprint of Harper Collins.
As Andrea Pinkney says in the Author's Note: "Placing the Montgomery bus boycott against
a backdrop of blues music pays tribute to a musical form that is rooted in the black tradition.
Blues conveys the weariness of struggle, but at the same time can bring on a feeling of hope
when truly expressed .... And who better to deliver this message than a dog-tired hound?" The
text is more than matched by the art with its blue cast and chant-like swirls. The change
in the color reflects the content of each page, from Martin Luther King's red-hot anger to a
bright yellow bus and the golden light of hope with the Supreme Court decision. We have
our hound dog making various cameo appearances reminding us of the way we are to read
the text. We also see a gradual lightening of the color palate to end with a clear suggestion
of hope and justice for all.
4. Cat & Mouse Written and Illustrated by Ian Schoenherr, Published by Greenwillow, an
imprint of Harper Collins.

I Love Little Pussy; Hickory Dickory Dock; and Eeny, Meeny, Miney, Mo are not nursery
rhymes that I would expect to combine to tell one story, but Schoenherr's acrylic on watercolor paper illustrations make these rhymes feel like one story with a very sassy little mouse
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who walks that tightrope of understanding the dangers faced by a mouse who is friends with
a cat. These illustrations are playful; they practical leap off the pages.
5. Frankenstein Takes the Cake, Written and Illustrated by Adam Rex, Published by
Harcourt, Inc.
Rex says that the artwork is done with pencil, charcoal, oils, and Photoshop ®. However,
there are so many different styles of art, that one would not be able to identify them as
belonging to just one book. The seemingly random art styles, however, match the switch
in poetic styles (we even have Haiku). It is also a ton of fun to read. We have lines such as:
"There is no intelligence in outer space. For what it's worth, there isn't much on Earth." We
also have food tips: do not serve garlic toast to vampires. Do not give werewolves silverware.
Never use the word steak when dining with Dracula. I am especially fond of the raven and
the Charlie Brown comic spoof.
6. Ice Bears by Brenda Z. Guilberson, Illustrated by Ilya Spirin, Published by Henry Holt.
Watercolor on Arches watercolor paper brings the subject of polar bears to life in a way that
a photographic approach could not accomplish. There is no need to explain why the polar
bear digs down into the permafrost-the illustration makes this all too clear. The scale of
the mother in relation to the cubs Gust the head of the mother fits into the picture) gives the
reader an idea of just how big these bears can be. While the lack of references may keep this
book off the Siebert Award table, there does not appear to be any factual errors that would
preclude this book from Caldecott consideration.
7. Last Night, by Hyewon Yum, Published by Farrar, Strauss, and Giroux.
This book uses woodblock prints to tell a wordless story that is very familiar and one that
takes us someplace new. We all have experience with problems at the dinner table and with
problems between mothers and daughters. I love how the mother does not become a real
flesh and blood character until the next morning, when, with the help of her teddy bear
and guide, our young hero can once again live in joy and peace with her mom. This world of
dream and imagination is handled perfectly with the woodblock process in which some of the
dots are pieces that we readers must fill in by virtue of our own experiences. The medium
chosen makes this story work in a way that is not possible with other choices.
8. Lincoln and Douglass by Nikki Giovanni, Illustrated by Bryan Collier, Published by
Henry Holt.
Cut paper collages are a difficult medium to master. Framed around Lincoln's second
inaugural ball at which Abraham Lincoln spies Frederick Douglass walking across the long
ballroom floor, Giovanni uses that long walk in the White House to trace the major steps
that each man took to reach this point in time. Collier masterfully sets the tone of the book
with the Emancipation Proclamation resting on a wooden desk complete with quill and ink
bottle. This book depicts the mutual events that bind Lincoln and Douglass (the Civil War
and its underlying cause of slavery). The book traces many of the similarities these two
smart men share. While it does not explore the issue of race in depth, it does share the story
of Douglass not being allowed into the White House because he was not welcomed at the
front door (i.e. the same door that the white guests used). The centerfold section is especially
beautiful.
9. The Little Yellow Leaf, Written and Illustrated by Carin Berger, Published by Greenwillow, an imprint of Harper Collins.
This book works on several levels. The paper collages showing the trees by using paper
scraps (often with the text left in place) reinforces the important role trees have in our
world. The page with the sun sinking into the soil is a visual that will help young students
understand that all life, all food chains begin with the sun (and there is the wonderful
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picture of the sun and one single leaf). We have a seasonal story. We also have a story about
making sure that one is ready before undertaking a journey. We also have this idea that
even when one thinks one is alone, there is always someone else ready, willing, and able to
make our journey a little easier and joyful (even when that someone is not the same color as
we are). There are so many different and subtle elements to this extremely well-done picture
book.
10. The Moon Over Star by Dianna Hutts Aston, Illustrated by Jerry Pinkney; Published
by Dial Press, an imprint of Penguin Young Readers Group.
Jerry Pinkney is no stranger to the world of children's illustrations, and this may be his very
best effort to date. Helped by an exquisite text that blends a farmer and his dependence on
the moon for making his living with his love for his family, Pinkney weaves these elements
together in a way that asks us to think more deeply about something as memorable as our
moon landing. Here we have a book that features a black family and we do not have a single
issue! No drug dependent boys. No fatherless homes. No gangs. No extreme poverty. I love
the grandfather in this story who dreams of a modern future for his granddaughter, while
not really seeing the economic sense in sending a man to the moon. The ending lines of this
book penned over the final image of the astronauts on the moon are truly exquisite: "Gramps
had looked to the moon all of his life. It told him when to plant and when to harvest. And
once upon a summer's night, ... It told me to dream." Beautiful!
11. One Boy, Written and Illustrated by Laura Vaccaro Seeger, Published by Neal Porter,
an imprint of Roaring Brook Press.
We move to a book that has very little text, and it comes on the heels of talking about a
book that may win the King award. Is this book competitive? Well, maybe not at first glance
and maybe not if one has a prejudice against the way that young children build upon skills
so that they eventually are able to understand a book like The Moon Over Star. This book
graphically and visually shows students how word parts function. If this were simply a
phonics book, however, audiences would not be so taken with it. We start with one boy all
alone. Why is he alone? Is he in trouble or is he doing something that he truly loves? Or is
it a combination of the two? When we are through, we see the art created by this boy who
is still one even though he is done. Each page in the book is one of the boy's paintings, and
they are very believable pieces of art. We see little miniatures strung across the final spread.
The cutouts are exact and they reinforce the book's meaning (check, for example, the way
each letter is cut out on the "cages" page with the apes).
12. Pete & Pickles, Written and Illustrated by Berkeley Breathed. Published by Philomel.
Pete is a perfectly practical pig until Pickles enters his life. Then Pete wages a war between
the security of his ordered routines and the joy Pickles finds in the very simplest of natural
objects and her active imagination. When Pickles is ready to die for him, Pete is forced to
choose once and for all between being practical and Pickles Joie de uivre. The artwork visual
shows Pete's practical nature in monotone and moves to a wider palate until we reach our
full color finale.
13. Snow, Written by Cynthia Rylant, Illustrated by Lauren Stringer, Published by Harcourt, Inc.
Cynthia Rylant can flat out write! "The best snow is the snow that comes softly in the night
like a shy friend afraid to knock .... " Stringer's evocative artwork has us wondering whether
or not this young person is dreaming. The art extends these beautiful words. Snow provides
snow days but it is also for animals. We have beautiful acrylic paintings (on Arches 140 lb
watercolor paper) that reinforce these words. "The snow is falling while the flowers sleep
and the sun sleeps and the soft green gardens are waiting." The last words are left with the
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snow and the different generations watching it fall and accumulate. Snow is clearly written
by someone who knows snow and loves it; clearly drawn by someone who sees beauty in our
winter weather. Effectively using windows to frame both the a feeling of cold and a feeling of
warmth, the blue jewel color images balance the twirling images of snow in all its swirling
roundness with the window frames, making the snow look like a work of art.
14. The Snow Show, Written and Illustrated by Carolyn Fisher. Published by Harcourt,
Inc.
Chef Kelvin and Jack Frost cook up a recipe for making snow. This book will engage the students I know, and it will give them information in a way that makes it very clear and easy to
understand. This is my pick to win Siebert award mention. I teach a weather unit, and I will
definitely purchase a copy for my classroom (as well as reading this book to my students).
The artwork incorporates humor and clear pictures to share basic science information.
Created digitally, this is a very good example of how to use digital art effectively. The
graphic display of information makes it easy for even very young students to see what kind
of snowflakes fall during different climatic conditions, from warmer and wetter to colder and
dryer. The humor in this book is effective as demonstrated by my own class of first graders.
15. Tadpole Rex, Written and Illustrated by Kurt Cyrus, Published by Harcourt, Inc.
With one of the very best covers of the year, Tadpole Rex explores the notion of what it
means to be strong, germane to species survival. Both frogs and the T-rex lived at the same
time. From the title page to the first page we have an example of how this book uses art to
present subtle science information. Both the tadpole and the T-rex are shown in huge double
page spreads in very similar positions. Which animal is still with us today? Tadpole Rex
pokes fun at the idea that size alone represents strength. Our little tadpole, for example,
almost trips a triceratops. The muted and swampy grey green palate reinforces the prehistoric setting. It is the scale of this book, however, that has really impressed the audiences to
whom I've shown this book. The fact that the text reads very well makes this one a favorite
of my first graders.
16. Those Darn Squirrels! By Adam Rubin, Illustrated by Daniel Salmieri, Published by
Clarion Books.
The illustrations in this book are done with watercolor, gouache, and colored pencil. In this
book Fookwire lives out by himself. He loves his birds but not much else. Fookwire's exaggerated limbs make him a character that easily fits the role of an outsider who is somewhat
persnickety. Unfortunately for Fookwire, squirrels love bird feed. No matter what Fookwire
does, the squirrels have a plan. Eventually the birds leave. The squirrels, however, understand the meaning of commensalism. They know that Fookwire is an important source of
food, so they figure out a plan to continue getting fed, even with the birds away. And they
even get old Mr. Fookwire to smile!
17. Two Bobbies: A True Story of Hurricane Katerina, Friendship, and Survival,
Written by Kirby Larson and Mary Nethery, Illustrated by Jean Cassels, Published
by Walker & Company.
This is another book created with gouache (on 140 lb hot press watercolor paper). It is
another nonfiction book too. Neither of our two Bobbies in this story have a tail, but they do
have an extremely poignant story-one that Cassels more than brings to life. Left, as many
animals were, during Hurricane Katerina, Cassels shows the broken chains, the destruction
of property, and the overall devastation in a way that is appropriate for even very young
students. It is when our two Bobbies finally find a home that Cassels really shines. The
pictures of the animals, at the vet and in their new home are especially dazzling. The writing
is such that this story even has a surprise ending (and one can go back through the previ-
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ous pages to see for themselves). I love the fact that we also have a photograph of the real
animals in the back. The endpapers are also a very nice touch in this sentimental story that
never becomes mawkish.
18. Wabi Sabi by Mark Reibstein, Illustrated by Ed Young, Published by Little, Brown and
Company.
This is a picture book that should be in middle school and even high school libraries. Wabi
Sabi is that idea that there is no beautiful art without a flaw. Japanese gardens often have
an asymmetrical element that is supposed to accentuate the beauty. In our book, Wabi Sabi
is a cat trying to understand what her name means. She must travel around and question
all sorts of creatures to discover this meaning. It is not until she travels far and wide and
turns her understanding of beauty on its head that she finally begins to understand what
was in front of her all the time. Each of the animals Wabi Sabi questions tells her about her
name in haiku form. Among the many fine choices made by Ed Young and the book designers is to use W abi Sabi in formatting the book. This book opens top to bottom. The art is
done with found material collages, which again emphasizes the meaning of Reibstein's text.
The form harmoniously matches the function.
19. Wonder Bear, by Tao Nyeu, Published by Dial Press, an imprint of Penguin Young
Readers Group.
This artwork in this book is silk screened with water-based inks. This is another wordless
book that takes us on a night journey with a magical bear, some monkeys, very strange
beanstalk like plants, and bubbles. This is a celebration of lines, color, and perspective.
Two children plant some seeds and then go to sleep. A bear blooms from a flower and pulls
monkeys out of his magic hat. Eventually sea creatures, including an octopus, flow from the
bear's bubbles. This book is a true dream with all sorts of wild, improbable events that are
filled with the joys of growing up in harmony with plants and animals. A magical romp, this
book's strength is its complete freedom from the complications of the real world. This book
is sheer imagination to the end, which also suggests by means of the sailing hat and end
paper monkeys that there may be more adventures with Wonder Bear down the road. The
silk- screen artwork clearly matches the dreamlike nature of the story.
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